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Abstract
Geophysical methods have been increasingly used to characterize the Earth’s critical
zone (CZ) and monitor hydrological processes occurring within it. For a quantitative
interpretation, geophysical studies of CZ materials are necessary, and thus require
more sophisticated laboratory setups. In this study, we develop a hydrogeophysical
soil column system to measure key hydraulic and electrical properties of regolith
in CZs. The developed soil column system consists of two components: (a) a novel
hydrogeophysical probe that measures pore water pressure and electrical potential
in soils and (b) a cylindrical cell to hold soil samples. The system can be arranged
to perform both saturated flow and drainage tests. The saturated flow test is similar
to the traditional constant head experiment for determining the hydraulic conductivity and streaming potential coupling coefficient. The drainage tests can produce
transient responses of cumulative overflow, pore water pressure, and streaming potential. These transient data can be used to estimate the sample’s electrical and hydraulic
properties with the coupled, stochastic hydrogeophysical inversion. A sand sample
is used to demonstrate the procedures of applying this new system. The measured
saturated hydraulic conductivity and streaming potential coupling coefficient of the
sand are within the typical ranges of sands reported in the literature. The inversionestimated soil parameters can well reproduce the measured transient responses during
the drainage test of the sample. Moreover, the inversion-estimated saturated properties are in good agreement with those independently measured in the saturated flow
test, showing the robustness of the developed system.

1

INTRODUCTION

The subsurface portion of the critical zone (CZ) plays a vital
role in regulating groundwater’s amount, routing, and residence time (Brooks et al., 2015). To have a predictive understanding of hydrological processes in CZs, we need to characAbbreviations: CI, confidence interval; CZ, critical zone; SP,
self-potential; SWRC, soil water retention curve.

terize the spatial distributions of hydraulic states and properties in the subsurface, such as water content, permeability, and
soil water retention characteristics. The most commonly used
method for hydrologic characterization is probably field sampling and then testing in the laboratory (e.g., Wieting et al.,
2017). Soil pits are usually dug, or drilling is performed to
collect soil/rock samples, which can be tested in the laboratory. Important hydraulic properties can be either directly
measured with the collected samples or estimated using
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pedotransfer functions with some easy-to-measure properties
as input (Wösten et al., 2001). Most CZs are heterogeneous
laterally and vertically due to complex interactions between
the bedrock, vegetation, climate, and water (e.g., Lin, 2010).
To achieve a high-resolution characterization, we usually need
to collect and test many samples, which are costly and thus
prohibitive for most CZ studies.
Strong correlations between hydraulic states/properties
and some geophysical measurements have been observed in
many geological materials (Lesmes & Friedman, 2005). For
instance, water content is a primary factor affecting a soil’s
dielectric property (Topp et al., 1980), nuclear magnetic resonance signal (e.g., Paetzold et al., 1985), and electrical resistivity (Archie, 1942); the hydraulic conductivity of sediments
have been found to correlate with their formation factor and
imaginary conductivity (e.g., Weller et al., 2015). Due to these
correlations, it becomes increasingly popular to use geophysical methods to characterize the hydraulic properties of the
subsurface (Binley et al., 2015). Moreover, if geophysical tests
are conducted repeatedly over a period of time (i.e., timelapse test), hydrological processes occurring in the subsurface
can also be studied (e.g., Robinson et al., 2009). In addition
to time-lapse geophysical tests, subsurface water dynamics
may also be directly sensed by the self-potential (SP) method,
which measures the natural occurrence of electrical fields.
In hydrological settings, the measured SP signals are correlated with groundwater flux through electrokinetics (Jouniaux
et al., 2009).
To successfully apply geophysical methods to CZ hydrology, we need to understand the petrophysical relationships
that link geophysical responses of CZ materials to their
hydraulic states/properties. Our existing petrophysical knowledge of geological media (Lesmes & Friedman, 2005) is
mainly gained in soil science and petroleum engineering. In
soil science, petrophysical studies focus on agricultural soils,
of which the texture and mineralogy are usually similar within
a relatively large field (e.g., Blanchy et al., 2020). In petroleum
engineering, reservoir rocks usually have a similar texture or
mineralogy within a particular formation (e.g., Han et al.,
2015). However, the materials in CZs are distinct in texture
and geochemistry even within a thin layer because of the
influence of physical and chemical weathering (e.g., Hayes
et al., 2019). Currently, our petrophysical understanding of CZ
materials is still limited.
One factor prohibiting petrophysical studies of CZ materials is the lack of appropriate laboratory setups that can simultaneously measure the geophysical and hydraulic properties
of a sample. Traditional lab setups can only measure a single property of the sample, and measuring multiple properties will need to involve several lab setups. Thus, the material needs to be prepared several times for different tests. For
unconsolidated sediments (e.g., materials in the regolith of
CZs), it is challenging to maintain the same texture and struc-

Core Ideas
∙ A novel hydrogeophysical probe is developed to
measure both pore water pressure and electrical
potential in soils.
∙ The new probes are integrated into a soil column
to determine key hydrogeophysical properties of
soils.
∙ Experimental results of a sand sample show the
effectiveness and robustness of the integrated soil
column system.

ture for all the samples in different lab tests. Note that textural and structural variations in different samples of a geological material could adversely affect the determination of
the hydrogeophysical relationship of the material (Niu et al.,
2015). Therefore, it is always preferred if both geophysical
and hydraulic tests can be conducted on one sample using a
single lab setup.
More importantly, most CZs have a large portion that
is above the groundwater table. Thus, a good lab setup
should be able to control the hydraulic states (i.e., water content/soil water tension) of a material such that the geophysical responses in unsaturated conditions can also be measured.
In practice, special instruments (e.g., the pressure plate apparatus) are needed to control the hydraulic states (e.g., Wu
et al., 2017), making the geophysical measurement of unsaturated soils burdensome. Also, some geoelectrical experiments
such as complex electrical conductivity and SP measurements
often use nonpolarizing electrodes, which need to be fully
immersed in water to give a reliable electrical potential reading. However, these electrodes may lose contact with the pore
water in unsaturated conditions if directly inserted into the
sample (e.g., Linde et al., 2007). To advance our petrophysical understanding of CZ materials, it is therefore critical to
develop new laboratory setups to address the abovementioned
problems.
This study aims to develop a soil column system that can
simultaneously measure the key hydraulic and electrical properties of unconsolidated materials in both saturated and unsaturated conditions. The electrical properties considered here
include the streaming potential coupling coefficient and complex conductivity. In porous geological media, the mineral
surface is usually (negatively) charged (e.g., Sposito et al.,
1999; Yin et al., 2012); when in contact with the electrolyte,
the electrical double layer (EDL) forms at the water–mineral
interface. The pore water flow can drag a portion of the excess
ions in the EDL, producing the so-called streaming potential (Revil & Jardani, 2013). The streaming potential coupling coefficient quantifies a material’s ability to generate
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streaming potential (e.g., Jaafar et al., 2009). For saturated materials, the coupling coefficient is usually measured with the constant head flow experiment (e.g., Jackson & Vinogradov, 2012; Vinogradov et al., 2010); for
unsaturated materials, the coupling coefficient is often measured indirectly with the transient flow experiment (e.g.,
Allègre, et al., 2010; Guichet et al., 2003; Jougnot &
Linde, 2013; Mboh et al., 2012). Due to the direct coupling between water flow and electrical current flow, streaming potential measurements have been used in hydrology, for example, to detect preferential infiltration pathway (Jardani et al., 2007), reconstruct groundwater table
(Jardani et al., 2009), and characterize stream-aquifer
exchanges (Valois et al., 2018).
The real component of the complex conductivity, which is
similar to the electrical conductivity measured using direct
current, quantifies a material’s ability to conduct electricity;
the imaginary conductivity is associated with the material’s
ability to store energy. The complex conductivity of saturated and unsaturated geological materials has been extensively studied (e.g., Breede et al., 2011, 2012; Lesmes &
Friedman, 2005; Ulrich & Slater, 2004). It has been found
that both the real and imaginary conductivity of porous geological materials correlate with their hydraulic conductivity
(Doussan & Ruy, 2009; Revil & Florsch, 2010; Slater et al.,
2014; Slater& Lesmes, 2002; Urish, 1981). These hydraulic–
electrical relationships have been used to determine the distribution of hydraulic conductivity at the field scale (e.g., Attwa
& Günther, 2013; Hördt et al., 2009).
This paper is organized as follows. We first describe the
design of the soil column system, which includes a novel
hydrogeophysical probe that can measure both pore water
pressure and electrical potential in unconsolidated materials.
We then use a sand sample to demonstrate the determination
of the sand’s various hydraulic and electrical properties with
the developed system. Finally, the experimental results are
presented, and the estimated soil parameters are analyzed to
show the effectiveness of the developed lab setup. Major conclusions are presented at the end of this paper.

electrode into a traditional tensiometer. Figure 1 shows a
schematic and a prototype of such a probe. As shown in
the figure, the probe’s tip is a ceramic cup (Location 4 in
Figure 1b) with a high air entry value. In unsaturated conditions, the ceramic cup will prevent air in the soil from entering into the probe when soil suction is lower than the air entry
value of the ceramic cup. Water, on the other hand, can move
quickly between the probe and soil sample, and thus the soil
water pressure is always in equilibrium with the water pressure in the probe. Therefore, the pressure transducer inserted
into the probe (Location 1 in Figure 1b) can measure the pore
water pressure in the sample.
A nonpolarizing Ag/AgCl electrode (Location 3 in
Figure 1b) is also inserted into the probe and sealed by a
rubber stopper. Due to the presence of the ceramic cup, the
probe will always be full of water, ensuring that the electrode
is immersed in water even the sample under test is in unsaturated condition (e.g., Ulrich & Slater, 2004). In the probe, an
air release point is designed (Location 2 in Figure 1b), which
allows for water to be refilled if air diffuses into the tube of
the probe. Using ceramic cups with a high air entry value is
common in both unsaturated geoelectrical measurement (e.g.,
Breede et al., 2011) and soil suction measurement (e.g., Take
& Bolton, 2003). However, to the best of our knowledge, such
an integrated design is not found in previous studies. The
obvious advantage of the hydrogeophysical probe is that pore
water pressure and electrical potential in soils can be measured in both saturated and unsaturated conditions.
Similar to some previous studies (e.g., Mboh et al., 2012),
the hydrogeophysical probe is filled with water from the sample (see section 3.3). Using the same fluid will avoid generating an ionic concentration gradient between the probe and the
sample, which can generate a perturbation to the measured SP
signals (Jougnot & Linde, 2013). Because a large portion of
the probes is outside of the soil sample, the temperature fluctuation in the laboratory could affect the probe’s water temperature, thus affecting the performance of Ag/AgCl electrodes
(Jougnot & Linde, 2013). Therefore, it is necessary to monitor
the water temperature in the probe during an experiment.

2

2.2

SOIL COLUMN SYSTEM

This section introduces the proposed soil column system, consisting of two major components: a novel hydrogeophysical
probe to measure electrical potential and pore water pressure
and a cylindrical cell to hold soil samples. Different arrangements of the soil column system are also introduced for different measurement purposes.

2.1

Novel hydrogeophysical probe

One key component of the soil column system is a novel
hydrogeophysical probe, which integrates the nonpolarizing

Cylindrical cell and accessories

A cylindrical cell is created using resin with 3-D printing
technology (Figure 2). The inner dimensions of the cell are
21 cm in height and 7.5 cm in diameter. Threaded fittings
are installed at the top and bottom of the cell to serve as an
inlet/outlet for water flow (Figure 2). At 4.5 and 16.5 cm from
the bottom of the cell are female pipe threads that allow hydrogeophysical probes to be threaded into the sidewall of the cell
(Figure 2a). Adjacent to the hydrogeophysical probes, traditional Ag/AgCl reference electrodes (R0305, Tianjin Aida,
Inc.) are also inserted into tubes connected to the sample
(Figure 2a). Note that the water in the tubes of traditional
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F I G U R E 1 The hydrogeophysical probe proposed in this study: (a) the schematic and (b) a prototype. 1, pressure transducer that measures soil
pore water pressure; 2, air release point; 3, nonpolarizing Ag/AgCl electrode; 4, porous ceramic cup with a high air entry value

F I G U R E 2 The proposed soil column system: (a) the schematic and (b) the soil column used in this study and auxiliary devices for
geoelectrical measurement, including the novel hydrogeophysical probe, traditional Ag/AgCl nonpolarizing electrodes, a data logger, and a complex
resistivity meter

Ag/AgCl electrodes will be drained when the sample becomes
unsaturated. Thus, these traditional Ag/AgCl electrodes may
not measure the electrical responses in a transient flow experiment. All the pressure transducers and electrodes attached
to this cell are connected to a data logger (CR1000x, Campbell Scientific, Inc.) via coaxial cables to record the soil water
pressure and electrical potentials.

2.3
Arrangement for complex conductivity
tests in saturated conditions
The cell and attached probes can be arranged to measure the
complex conductivity σ* sat of a sample in saturated conditions
using the four-electrode technique (e.g., Klein & Santamarina,

1997). In such a test, two metallic plates (e.g., copper) are put
at the top and bottom of the sample, and they will be used as
current electrodes to inject electrical current into the sample.
The induced electrical potential at two different depths of the
sample can be measured with the hydrogeophysical probes.
Alternatively, the electrical current can be injected through
the inlet and outlet of the cell, and electrical potential can be
measured by the installed hydrogeophysical probes or traditional nonpolarizing electrodes at different heights. The second arrangement will avoid the placement of metallic plates in
the cell and thus eliminate the so-called electrode polarization
(e.g., Yang et al., 2018). Additionally, in electrical resistivity
measurement, the chemical reaction occurring at the interface
between metallic plates and pore water will release ions into
the pore water, affecting the pore water chemistry and thus the
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F I G U R E 3 The measured real conductivity and phase of tap
water with our developed soil column and hydrogeophysical probes.
The water conductivity is also measured independently with a water
conductivity meter as 0.0268 S m−1 (blue solid line). The measured
phase are presented as absolute values and the phase detection limit of
the instrument is ∼0.1 mrad (red solid line)

pore water conductivity. Thus, the second method is generally
preferred in practice. Note that the second arrangement may
not work for unsaturated soils because the electrodes at the
inlet/outlet may lose connection with the unsaturated soils.
Prior to applying this system to soil samples, we used it to
measure the complex conductivity of tap water, and the measured water conductivity and phase are shown in Figure 3. In
a broad frequency range (10−3 Hz to 104 Hz), the water conductivity σw can be accurately determined (Figure 3). In the
frequency range between 10−3 Hz and 101 Hz, the measured
phase (absolute value) is generally lower than 0.1 mrad, the
phase detection limit of the instrument. At frequencies higher
than 102 Hz, the phase increases with frequency, and the
values are comparable to other similar studies (e.g., Joseph
et al., 2016; Koch et al., 2011). This calibration test shows the
accuracy of our developed system in measuring the complex
conductivity of materials.

2.4
Arrangement for flow and self-potential
test in saturated conditions
The developed soil column system can also be arranged to
measure the saturated hydraulic conductivity Ksat and streaming potential coupling coefficient Csat of unconsolidated sediments. As shown in Figure 4, an upper reservoir and a lower
reservoir with a constant head are connected to the soil column through pipes to apply a hydraulic gradient across the
sample. The upper reservoir keeps water at a constant level of
∼1.3 m above the top of the soil column. The valves near the
inlet and outlet of the soil column can be used to adjust the
hydraulic gradient applied to the sample. The flow rate can
also be adjusted by changing the height of the lower reser-
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voir relative to the soil column. This arrangement is generally
similar to the traditional constant head setup for Ksat measurement (e.g., Mitchell & Soga, 2005). During the test, water will
move from the upper reservoir into the sample and then to
the lower reservoir, eventually reaching the storage reservoir.
These reservoirs are built using acrylic and plastic materials
and are connected via vinyl tubing. Metal may influence the
complex conductivity and SP measurements and is avoided
during the construction of the setup.
This lower constant head reservoir also serves as a point
of access to collect water cycled through the sample. The volume of water collected over a short period of time can be used
to calculate the flow rate and make water chemistry measurements (e.g., water conductivity σw and pH). When water is not
being collected from the lower reservoir, it drains into a storage reservoir. Water from the storage reservoir is pumped to
an upper constant head reservoir above the soil column with
a magnetic drive pump (Little Giant 115V, Franklin Electric,
Inc.). A magnetic drive pump eliminates water contact with
the pump motor and limits the risk of any water contamination during testing.
One major advantage of the setup is that Ksat , Csat , and
*
σ sat can be measured on a single sample. These measurements provide a direct way to calculate the volumetric excess
charge density (Jougnot et al., 2020), which is a better parameter quantifying the ability of geological material to generate
streaming potential. To the best of our knowledge, such an
integrated setup is not available for unconsolidated geological materials.

2.5

Arrangement for drainage tests

In addition to saturated flows, soil water pressure and SP signal induced by unsaturated flows can also be measured with
the hydrogeophysical probes in a drainage test. Figure 5 shows
the arrangement of the soil column system for such a test.
After the saturated test is finished, the lower constant head
reservoir is moved to a point ∼60 cm below the soil column
(Figure 5). In arranging the system, the valve at the top of the
soil column is open, but the bottom valve is closed to maintain
saturated conditions for the sample. The drainage test will be
initiated once the bottom valve is opened, and then water in the
sample starts to flow into the lower constant head reservoir.
In the test, the outflow is collected in a container. The weight
change of the container will be monitored with a high precision digital balance (Scout SPX622, OHAUS Corporation).
Using the monitoring data, we may calculate the water flow
rate. In this study, the balance records the cumulative water
drained from the soil column with a 0.01 g precision. The balance is connected to a laptop, which is programmed to record
the reading every 1 s. The hydrogeophysical probes measure
the soil water pressure and SP signals during the drainage
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F I G U R E 4 The arrangement of the laboratory setup for saturated test: (a) a schematic and (b) the developed setup in this study. The water flow
rate may be adjusted by partially opening the valve at the bottom of the soil column or by adjusting the position of the lower constant head reservoir
relative to the soil column

F I G U R E 5 The laboratory setup for the transient test: (a) the schematic and (b) the developed setup for this study. The valve at the top of the
soil column is open, so the water in the soil sample is under atmospheric pressure. The valve at the bottom of the soil column is close before the
transient test to keep the soil sample saturated

process. These transient data can be used to estimate the unsaturated hydraulic and electrical properties of the sample.

3

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

In this section, we demonstrate the saturated flow and
drainage test procedures using a reconstructed sand sample.

We also introduce the basic soil properties of the sand and the
sample preparation. Using a sand sample is because the petrophysical properties of sand have been well studied, and many
published datasets are available for comparison to validate our
measurement. Undisturbed samples will not be considered for
our test because the developed soil column has a rigid boundary. It is a challenge to trim an undisturbed soil sample to fit
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Summary of the petrophysical properties of the sand sample

Soil properties

Value

Porosity, ϕ (–)

0.45

Saturated hydraulic conductivity (Ksat , m

s−1 )

1.12 × 10−3
−1

−7.19 × 10−6

Saturated streaming potential coupling coefficient (Csat , V Pa )
Dry density (ρ, g cm−3 )

1.45

Real electrical conductivity at saturationa (σ′sat , S m−1 )

8.9 × 10−4

Imaginary electrical conductivity at saturationa (σ″sat , S m−1 )

2.81 × 10−5

Surface conductivity at saturation (σs , S m )

2.9 × 10−4

Formation factorb (F)

3.31

Grain size at which 10% of the soil is finer by weight (d10 , mm)

0.2

Grain size at which 50% of the soil is finer by weight (d50 , mm)

0.5

a

−1

a The
b

measurement frequency is 0.01 Hz.
Estimated using F = ϕ−m by assuming cementation exponent m = 1.5.

the rigid soil column perfectly. Note that any gap between the
sample and the sidewall of the cell may create significant measurement biases.

3.1

Basic soil properties

The tested sand sample is collected from a river bar next to
Mores Creek near Boise, ID. The X-ray diffraction analysis indicates that the sample contains 13% quartz, 25% Kfeldspar, 58% plagioclase, and 4% mica by weight. The grain
size distribution of the sample is determined using sieving.
The maximum grain size is ∼ 2 mm, and the smallest grain
size is smaller than 0.053 mm. The grain size d10 (at which
10% of the soil is finer by weight) is 0.2 mm, and the grain size
d50 (at which 50% of the soil is finer by weight) is 0.5 mm.
These properties are summarized in Table 1.

3.2

is considered secure when the tip of the ceramic cup is about
a millimeter from the cylinder wall. This installation ensures
the ceramic cup has a sufficient contact area with the soil.
After the hydrogeophysical probe is installed, adding soil to
the cell can be resumed until the next hydrogeophysical probe
needs to be installed. Once the cylindrical cell is full, another
porous stone is placed on top of the sample. Afterward, the
end cap may be put on with an O-ring and nuts tightened. If a
leak occurs at the bottom or top of the soil column, and then
press-to-seal rope caulking can be used to further seal the soil
column.
Once the sand is packed in the soil column, the bulk density of the sample can then be determined based on the total
mass used and the volume of the soil column. Next, the residual soil moisture content of the sand sample is measured, and
then the dry density and porosity of the soil sample can be
calculated. Assuming the grain density is 2.65 g cm–3 , a typical value for quartz and feldspar, we calculate the sample’s
porosity ϕ = 45%.

Sample preparation

The soil sample is prepared in the cylindrical cell by mechanical packing. Special care is taken to ensure the arrangement
of grains is consistent throughout the soil sample because
any heterogeneities can significantly influence the hydrologic
properties (Allègre et al., 2014). To prepare the sample, we
weigh 200 g of the dry sand sample at its residual moisture
content and then place it in the cell. A porous stone is placed at
the bottom of the cell, and it will prevent the grains from moving out of the inlet/outlet of the soil column during the flow
test. The soil sample in the column is then tamped 30 times
with a wooden tamp. This process is repeated until the soil
sample reaches the height at which a hydrogeophysical probe
needs to be inserted. At this point, the ceramic cup side of the
probe is threaded into the soil column. During the preparation,
the pressure transducer is not attached to the probe. The probe

3.3

Saturation

In this study, the soil sample prepared in the cylindrical cell
is saturated with distilled water. We take the following steps
to saturate the sample. First, we use a hose to connect the bottom of the soil column to the upper reservoir (Figure 4). Next,
water is pumped from the storage reservoir to the upper reservoir until a constant head is reached. Once a constant head is
reached, the valve at the bottom of the soil column is opened to
start the saturation process. The flow rate is kept low such that
the water level in the soil sample increases slowly, ensuring
no air is trapped in the sample. During the saturation process,
water will enter the hydrogeophysical probes via the porous
ceramic cups. When the tube of probes is full of water and
free of any air bubbles, the pressure transducer is attached. At
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the top of the soil column, another hose is used to connect the
inlet and an empty reservoir above the soil column. The upper
valve remains open during the saturation process, and thus the
air in the soil sample can leave the cell easily. From the transparent hose, we can visualize the water level and decide if the
saturation is complete.
When the saturation is complete, the hoses are arranged
so that water enters the soil column from the top and exits
through the bottom, as shown in Figure 4. Although distilled
water is used to saturate the soil sample, soil grains may have
some chemical reactions with water, increasing the concentration of ions in the pore water (e.g., Leroy et al., 2008). To
ensure a homogenous water conductivity, we cycle the water
through the soil column until there is no significant change in
σw within 10 min. A final check is then made to ensure the
upper and lower reservoirs are filled with water with a constant head and no air bubbles in the hoses.
The water–mineral interaction can occur during an
extended time (Leroy et al., 2008). Therefore, over time, the
pore water chemistry in the soil sample may change and be
different from the water in the hydrogeophysical probes. This
chemical difference/gradient between the sample and probes
could induce an SP signal with a diffusion nature, which will
be a perturbation to the streaming potential (Jougnot & Linde,
2013). Therefore, in processing SP data, this possible measurement bias should be considered.

3.4

BIENVENUE ET AL.
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Saturated test

Once the sample is saturated, the saturated flow and SP tests
may begin by circulating water through the sample at constant
flow rates. During the test, soil water pressure, temperature,
and electrical potential will be measured with the two hydrogeophysical probes, and the data are recorded every 0.5 s.
The saturated test begins with a hydrostatic period of at least
20 min. This hydrostatic period ensures no water moves in
the soil column, and thus the initial electrical potential measured by the two probes can be recorded. Following the hydrostatic stage, five different hydraulic gradients are applied to
the sample, each lasting 20 min. The hydraulic gradient may
be adjusted by partially closing the valve at the bottom of the
soil column or by moving the elevation of the lower reservoir.
Water is collected for the final 10 min of each interval from the
lower reservoir for flow rate determination. The water conductivity and pH of the sampled water are also measured. After
completing the saturated flow tests, the bottom valve is closed
to return the sample to a hydrostatic state for another 20 min.
During this period, the pore water pressure, electrical potential, and temperature are also recorded.
After completing the saturated flow test, the saturated complex conductivity σ* sat of the sample can be measured. In the
test, electrical current is injected into the soil sample through

the electrodes installed at the inlet and outlet of the soil column, and the induced electrical potential in the sample is measured with the two hydrogeophysical probes. In this study, the
complex conductivity meter (PSIP, Ontash & Ermac, Inc.)
is used to conduct the measurement, and the covered frequency ranges between 0.01 and 1 Hz. Based on the geometry
of the sample and positions of the electrodes, the associated
geometric factor can be determined, and thus the measured
impedance can be converted into complex conductivity. The
measured water conductivity σw of the sample in this study is
1.99 × 10−3 S m−1 .

3.5

Drainage test

Once the saturated test is complete, the experimental setup can
be rearranged to perform the drainage test (Figure 5). Before
testing, the hose connection between the upper reservoir and
soil column is removed, but we keep the sample saturated by
closing the bottom valve. Thus, the sample in the cell is in the
hydrostatic condition, and the water level is on the soil surface
(Figure 5). Additionally, the elevation of the lower reservoir
is adjusted to be ∼60 cm below the bottom of the soil column.
A water collection vessel is placed at the outlet of the lower
reservoir, and a digital balance monitors its weight.
Before drainage begins, measurements are made while the
sample is at the hydrostatic state, for example, for 5 min. The
drainage process will begin once the bottom valve is opened.
Due to gravity, the water in the sample will flow downward.
For the tested sand sample, the drainage process will last several hours, during which the outflow mass (volume), pore
water pressure, and electrical potential induced by unsaturated water flow are recorded. The complex conductivity measurement cannot be performed during the transient process
because SP signals will be corrupted if an electrical current
is injected into the sample.

4

SATURATED TEST RESULTS

In this section, we report the saturated test results of the sand
sample, including the saturated hydraulic conductivity Ksat ,
saturated streaming potential coupling coefficient Csat , and
saturated complex conductivity σ* sat .

4.1

Saturated hydraulic conductivity Ksat

The soil pore water pressure measured by the two hydrogeophysical probes during the saturated flow test is shown in
Figure 6, in which the water pressure is presented as total
head h, that is, the sum of pressure head hp and elevation
head hz (using the bottom of the soil column as the datum).
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1 cm, showing the excellent performance of the hydrogeophysical probes in measuring the positive soil water pressure
(relative to atmospheric pressure). The water flux q and total
head difference Δh show a nearly perfect linear relationship
(Figure 7). Using Darcy’s law, the saturated hydraulic conductivity Ksat can be calculated as 9.66 × 10−4 m s−1 . We
also estimate the possible range of Ksat as the range bounded
by the minimum and maximum Ksat calculated using data of
individual stages. The calculated range of Ksat is between 6.04
× 10−4 and 9.87 × 10−4 m s−1 and is typical for coarse sands
(Mitchell & Soga, 2005). Consider the Kozeny–Carman equation, expressed as (e.g., Mitchell & Soga, 2005)
F I G U R E 6 Total water head measured at the two elevations
(z1 = 4.5 cm and z2 = 16.5 cm) of the soil column during the saturated
flow test. Dash lines indicate the boundary between two adjacent flow
stages

F I G U R E 7 Total head difference Δh and water flux q measured
for the five stages of the saturated flow test. The measurement
uncertainty of q is indicated by the error bar. The solid line represents
Darcy’s law with a saturated hydraulic conductivity Ksat of 0.11 cm s−1

As shown in the figure, the time series of h at the two elevations (z1 = 4.5 cm and z2 = 16.5 cm) show a clear stepwise
response. Before ∼1,700 s, the sample is in the hydrostatic
condition, and the total head at these two elevations is identical ∼151 cm. Once the water starts to flow through the sample,
h at the two elevations decreases due to hydraulic losses in the
sample. Five flow rates are achieved in our test (Figure 6). The
measured total head h reaches a minimum value of ∼ 67 and
∼95 cm for the upper and lower elevations, respectively.
The total head difference Δh measured between the two
probes for these five stages are determined as 1.6, 15.2, 19.8,
23.8, and 28.2 cm, and the measured water flux q is 0.011,
0.123, 0.181, 0.232, and 0.283 cm s−1 . These two datasets are
cross-plotted in Figure 7, in which the measurement uncertainty (one standard deviation) of Δh is also indicated. The
uncertainty of Δh is relatively small, generally lower than

𝐾sat =

ϕ3
μ 𝑑2
γ 36τ2 𝑘0 (1 − ϕ)2

(1)

where μ is the dynamic viscosity of water (8.9 × 10−4 Pa s−1 ),
γ is the unit weight of water (104 N m−3 ), d is the characteristic grain size, τ is the hydraulic tortuosity, k0 is a shape factor (e.g., equal to 2.5; see Mitchell and Soga [2005]). Using
Equation 1, we can estimate the hydraulic conductivity of the
sand sample as 6.77 × 10−4 m s−1 . In the prediction, we use
d10 = 0.2 mm as the characteristic grain size and use Fϕ
(F = ϕ−1.5 being the formation factor) as the hydraulic tortuosity (e.g., Slater et al., 2014). The close match between
measured and predicted Ksat and narrow variation range of
Ksat show that the developed soil column system works well
for determining the saturated hydraulic conductivity of the
sample.

4.2
Saturated streaming potential coupling
coefficient Csat
The electrical potential V measured by the two hydrogeophysical probes at z1 = 4.5 cm and z2 = 16.5 cm during the saturated flow test are shown in Figure 8. Both measurements use
the negative terminal of the DC power of the data logger as
the ground (reference). At first glance, it is obvious that both
V signals in Figure 8 decrease during the test, although there
are many spikes. It seems the variations in V are not associated with the changes in the water pressure measured during
the flow test (Figure 7). Indeed, the variation in V observed
in Figure 8 generally reflects the potential changes of grounding, that is, the potential at the negative terminal of the DC
power of the data logger, which is significantly larger than
the streaming potential. Thus, the water flow-induced electrical potential (i.e., streaming potential) is masked.
To eliminate the influence of grounding, we calculate the
SP signal as the electrical potential difference ΔV between the
upper and bottom probes. Before calculating the difference,
the 10th order moving average filter is applied to the V time
series. It has been found that nonpolarizing electrodes may
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F I G U R E 8 Measured electrical potential during the saturated
flow test: (a) hydrogeophysical probes and (b) traditional installation of
Ag/AgCl electrodes. The negative terminal of the DC power of the data
logger is used as the reference for the potential measurement. Dash
lines indicate the boundary between two adjacent flow stages

drift due to the temperature fluctuation or ionic diffusion
occurring between the probe and pore water (e.g., Jardani
et al., 2009; Jougnot & Linde, 2013). To remove this effect,
we process the ΔV data with the following steps (similar
to that used in Jardani et al., [2009]): (a) shift calculated
potential difference curve such that the ΔV value at the initial
hydrostatic stage is zero; (b) determine the residual potential
difference at the second hydrostatic stage ΔVr ; (c) assume
ΔVr was developed linearly with time between the two hydrostatic stages; and (d) subtract this time-dependent ΔVr from
the shifted potential difference curve. The resulted potential
difference curves are shown in Figure 9a for both the hydrogeophysical probes and the traditional Ag/AgCl electrodes.
In Figure 9a, the boundary between two adjacent flow
stages can be easily identified now. It appears that the SP signal (ΔV) during each stage does not stay a perfect constant.
In particular, the variations in Stages 3 and 4 are quite large,
reaching up to ∼35% of the average value of each stage. To
evaluate if this variation is from the temperature effect, we
also monitored the water temperature within the upper hydrogeophysical probe, and the results are shown in Figure 9b. A

BIENVENUE ET AL.

F I G U R E 9 The experimental results of the saturated flow test:
(a) self-potential (SP) data and (b) water temperature with the upper
hydrogeophysical probe. The SP is presented as the electrical potential
difference ΔV between the upper and lower hydrogeophysical probes
(or traditional Ag/AgCl electrodes) after removing drifting (see main
text). Dash lines indicate the boundary between two adjacent flow
stages

variation of ∼1.3 ˚C is observed. Considering a mean room
temperature of 22 ˚C and a Cl- activity of 10−4 , a temperature
fluctuation of 1.3 ˚C could induce a disturbance of ∼0.97 mV
for Ag/AgCl electrodes (see Equation 7 in Jougnot and Linde
[2013]). Compared with the SP values recorded in our experiment (typically larger than 10s of mV; see Figure 9a), the
effect of the temperature is marginal. In particular, the two
hydrogeophysical probes are outside of the soil column, and
water temperature within both probes is likely to vary with
the room temperature. Considering both probes have the same
design and materials, the temperature difference between the
two probes should be minor. Accordingly, the effect of temperature fluctuation on the potential difference ΔV should be
even smaller than 0.98 mV. Indeed, during the first hydrostatic
stage, the streaming potential is zero because of no water flow.
Although the temperature varies between 21.5 and 22.8 ˚C
(Figure 9b), the ΔV calculated from the two hydrogeophysical probes is still almost constant with a standard deviation of
∼0.5 mV. Thus, it is safe to conclude that the effect of temperature on the calculated ΔV in Figure 9a is marginal.

BIENVENUE ET AL.

F I G U R E 1 0 Average electrical potential difference ΔV and total
head difference Δh of different stages of the saturated flow test. The
uncertainties (standard deviation) of ΔV and Δh are indicated by the
error bars. The solid line represents a linear fitting to the
hydrogeophysical probe data with a saturated streaming potential
coupling coefficient Csat of −7.2 × 10−6 V Pa−1

To determine Csat , we calculate each stage’s average SP
value (ΔV) and plot them in Figure 10 against Δh. We also
use the standard deviation of ΔV in each stage to quantify
the uncertainty of SP measurement, and they are indicated
by the vertical error bar in Figure 10. Although it seems
the SP signals in Figure 9 show large variations, the uncertainty in each stage is still marginal compared with the mean
value (Figure 10). The average ΔV and Δh show a nearly
perfect linear relationship, typical for sand samples (e.g.,
Guichet et al., 2006). Using linear fitting, we determine Csat
as −7.2 × 10−6 V Pa−1 . The maximum and minimum Csat
are calculated using the same method as Ksat, and the determined variation range of Csat is between −12.1 × 10−6 V Pa−1
and −6.8 × 10−6 V Pa−1 . Previous studies show that the grain
size has a dominating effect on Csat of granular soils (e.g.,
Glover & Déry, 2010). For glass beads with similar grain size
d (ranging between 0.048 and 0.99 mm) and water conductivity (σw = 2.44 × 10−3 S m−1 ), Glover and Déry (2010)
reported that the measured Csat is between −23.2 and −13.7 ×
10−6 V Pa−1 . In general, the glass beads samples show a relatively higher coupling coefficient, about two times higher.
However, considering the difference in mineralogy and σw ,
the two Csat measurements are still in reasonable agreement.

4.3
Saturated complex electrical
conductivity σ* sat
The complex electrical conductivity of the saturated sand
sample is also measured in the frequency range between
0.01 and 1 Hz. We do not observe a significant change in the
real conductivity σ′sat and imaginary conductivity σ″sat in this
frequency range (see Figure 11), and thus we only discuss the
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F I G U R E 1 1 Complex conductivity of the saturated sand sample
measured in the frequency range between 0.01 and 1 Hz

measurements at 0.01 Hz here. The measured σ′sat and σ″sat
of the sample at 0.01 Hz are 8.9 × 10−4 S m−1 and 2.81 ×
10−5 S m−1 , respectively. If we assume the cementation factor m of the sample is 1.5, a typical value for sand (Friedman,
2005), the formation factor F can be estimated using Archie’s
law (Archie, 1942) as ϕ−m = 3.29. Then, the surface conductivity σs of the sample at saturation can be determined as
σs = σ′sat – σw /F as 2.85 × 10−4 S m−1 , which is significant
compared with the contribution from bulk water (6.05 × 10−4
S m−1 ). The relatively significant contribution of surface conduction is due to the low water salinity used in the test (Revil
et al., 2014). Using a higher m value (m = 2), we can calculate F = 4.89, and σs can be calculated as 4.83 × 10−4 S m−1 .
Thus, we estimate the surface conductivity of the sand sample
in our study is between 2.85 and 4.83 × 10−4 S m−1 . Using d50
(0.5 mm) as the effective grain size deff , the sample’s specific
surface conductance ΣS = σs deff /4 (e.g., Leroy et al., 2008) is
calculated between 3.6 and 6.0 × 10−8 S. Note that for natural sands and sandstones, Revil and Glover (1998) calculated
the specific surface conductance ΣS as ∼5 × 10−9 S at similar
water salinities (e.g., ∼10−4 mol L−1 ) using their surface conductivity theory. For the sample tested in this study, it seems
the specific surface conductance is about one order higher,
indicating feldspar-rich samples may have different surface
chemistry from quartz- and clay-rich soils. More investigations, however, are required to explain this observation.

5

DRAINAGE TEST RESULTS

In this section, we report the transient responses of the sand
sample during the drainage test, including cumulative outflow volume Q, pore water pressure head hp , and electrical
potential V. Estimations of soil parameters governing saturated/unsaturated flows are also performed using the measured transient responses.
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F I G U R E 1 2 Hydraulic responses of the sand sample during the
drainage test: (a) pore water pressure head measured at two elevations
z1 and z2 and (b) cumulative outflow volume Q

5.1

Transient responses

The drainage test lasts ∼ 30 min, during which the pore
water pressure head hp and electrical potential V are measured
by two hydrogeophysical probes. The outflow is collected at
the lower reservoir and monitored by the digital scale. The
hydraulic responses (Q and hp ) are shown in Figure 12. It is
clear that before the drainage is initiated at t = 290.5 s, both
probes measure their respective hydrostatic pressures. Once
the outflow starts, the pressure head hp at both elevations
drops drastically within a very short time (∼ 5 s), reaching
their minimal values. For instance, hp at elevation z1 = 4.5 cm
drops from its initial value 16.5 cm to about −39.4 cm; at
elevation z2 = 16.5 cm, hp decreases from 4.5 cm to about
−26.3 cm. During this short period (∼5 s), little cumulative
outflow (<0.2 cm3 water) is observed, indicating that the pore
water pressure responds quickly to the applied boundary condition hb = −60 cm.
After reaching a minimum value, the water pressure at both
locations starts to increase. About 30 s after applying hb , the
pressure head hp increases to a peak, −12.4 cm at z1 = 4.5 cm
and −21.1 cm at z2 = 16.5 cm. The increase in hp is because
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F I G U R E 1 3 Self-potential (SP) responses of the sand sample
during the drainage test: (a) electrical potential V measured at two
different elevations z1 and z2 and (b) electrical potential difference ΔV
measured between the top and bottom probes. In (b), the red line
represents ΔV calculated directly from V measurement, and the blue
line is ΔV after correction (see main text for details)

water from higher elevations has moved downward to balance the pressure drops induced by applying hb . In the next
stage (t > 350 s), the water pressure at both elevations gradually decreases towards a constant pressure. At t = 2,000
s, the water pressure head is −27.4 cm at z1 = 16.5 cm
and −15.3 cm at z2 = 4.5 cm. The measured pressure head
difference between these two probes is ∼12.1 cm, roughly
equal to their elevation difference (12 cm). This means hp at
these two locations has reached equilibrium, and no significant water flow should occur. The cumulative outflow data
in Figure 12b confirm that no significant increase in Q is
observed at t = 2,000 s.
The electrical potential V measured by the two probes
during the drainage test is shown in Figure 13a. Note that
the reference of the electrical potential measurement is the
negative terminal of the power of the data logger. As shown
in Figure 13a, the measured V of the two probes shows a
similar trend. In general, V decreases from its initial value
about −330 mV at t = 0 s to about −400 mV at t = 2,000 s.
Even in the hydrostatic stage (t < 290 s) or when the overflow
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T A B L E 2 Summary of the prior knowledge of soil parameters and the estimated parameters from hydrogeophysical inversion of transient
responses of the sand sample. The soil parameters include saturated water content θs , residual water content θr , parameter α characterizing the air
entry value, parameter n defining the shape of water retention curve, the logarithm of the saturated hydraulic conductivity logKsat , saturation
exponent na in Archie’s law, and the negative logarithm of the saturated streaming potential coupling coefficient –logCsat
Prior knowledge
Soilparameters

Inversion results
Variance

Variation range

Mean

95% CI

m−3

0.40

0.042

0.35 ∼ 0.55

0.46

[0.40, 0.50]

θr , m3 m−3

0.03

0.0122

0 ∼ 0.06

0.034

[0.004, 0.057]

7.0

1.42

3 ∼ 10

9.23

[7.89, 9.94]

4.0

1.52

1.01 ∼ 10

2.30

[1.98, 2.80]

θs ,
Α,

m3

m−1

n (–)
s−1a

−4.0

0.62

−5 ∼ −2

−2.98

na (–)

2.5

0.42

1.5 ∼ 3.5

1.82

[1.53, 2.24]

–logCsat, V Pa−1b

6.0

0.82

3∼7

4.97

[4.87, 5.07]

logKsat , m

a

Mean

[−3.10, −2.84]

The unit is for Ksat.
unit is for Csat.

b The

nearly ceases (t > 1,500 s), the measured electrical potential
still varies with time. To remove the effects of common
environmental factors (e.g., temperature and grounding)
on the potential measurement, we calculate the electrical
potential difference ΔV between the upper and lower hydrogeophysical probes. The results are plotted in Figure 13b
(red line). As shown in the figure, ΔV stays almost constant
before the flow starts (<300 s) and after the outflow is ceased
(>1,500 s). This constant ΔV implies that the large potential
variations recorded in individual electrodes (Figure 13a)
are mainly from environmental factors such as temperature
and grounding/reference.
It is apparent that the calculated ΔV is associated with the
drainage process. In the hydrostatic stage (t < 290.5 s), ΔV is
nearly constant (∼4 mV); after the drainage starts at t = 290.5
s, there is a sharp decrease in ΔV, which corresponds to the
quick increase in the overflow (Figure 12b). The lowest potential difference reaches ∼−7 mV, about 11 mV smaller than
the value in hydrostatic conditions. About 50 s after the onset
of the drainage, ΔV increases to ∼1 mV from the minimum
value (−7 mV); at this point, the overflow has been significantly small. Between t = ∼350 s and t = 1,500 s, both Q and
ΔV change gradually with time. After t = 1,500 s, the increase
in Q is rather small, and accordingly, no significant change in
SP (i.e., ΔV) is observed, as shown in Figure 13b.
In principle, when Q is not increasing significantly (e.g.,
t > 1,500 s), the measured ΔV should go back to its initial
value (∼4 mV) in hydrostatic condition (i.e., t < 290.5 s). This
is because, at both stages, not water flux exists in the soil sample, and thus the streaming potential should be zero. However,
we observe a small offset (∼2 mV) in ΔV between these two
stages. A similar ΔV response has been reported in Allègre
et al. (2014). The offset is less likely from the electrode drifting because ΔV stays constant for t < 290.5 s and t > 1,500 s.
The drainage-induced water content decrease and thus electrical resistivity increase of the sample might be responsible for

the observed ΔV offset. In this study, we assume the ΔV offset
increases linearly from zero at t = 290.5 s to 2 mV at t = 1,500
s. The measured ΔV (red line in Figure 13b) is thus corrected
by removing this offset. We also shift the curve downward to
make ΔV in the hydrostatic condition as zero. The corrected
ΔV is plotted in Figure 13b (blue line), and it will be used
in the following to estimate the unsaturated soil properties. It
should be addressed that the corrected ΔV response is similar to the simulated SP signal of the synthetic sand during
drainage, as reported in Xie et al. (2021).

5.2
Coupled, stochastic hydrogeophysical
inversion
The transient responses of the sand during drainage (Q,
hp , and ΔV) are used to estimate the saturated/unsaturated
properties of the sample using the coupled, stochastic hydrogeophysical inversion code developed in Xie et al. (2021).
The inversion uses Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)
technique to generate samples that follow the posterior distributions of the model parameters (Vrugt et al., 2003). In the
inversion, the soil water retention curve (SWRC) of the soil
is modeled with the van Genuchten equation (van Genuchten,
1980); the hydraulic conductivity function K is a Mualem type
model (Mualem, 1976) based on the van Genuchten SWRC
equation (e.g., Schaap & Leij, 2000). The associated model
parameters include saturated water content θs , residual water
content θr , parameter α characterizing the air entry value,
parameter n defining the shape of SWRC, and Ksat . The (real)
electrical conductivity of unsaturated soil σ′ is modeled with
the modified Archie’s law (e.g., Lesmes & Friedman, 2005),
σ′ =

σw 𝑛
𝑆 a + σs
𝐹

(2)

where na is the saturation exponent, and S = θ/ϕ is the degree
of saturation. For the streaming potential coupling coefficient
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of unsaturated soils C, we use the following equation in the
inversion (e.g., Linde et al., 2007),
𝐶 =

𝐶sat 𝐾 σ′ sat
𝑆 𝐾sat σ′

(3)

It is noted that other constitutive models may also be used in
the inversion if necessary. Thus, the parameters to be recovered in the inversion include Ksat , Csat , θs , θr , α, n, and na .
In addition, other soil parameters such as σsat , σw , and σs are
assumed known and are assigned with the measured values
from the saturated flow test.
For the stochastic inversion, the MCMC sampling is terminated after 30,000 runs in this study, and the first 20,000 runs
are considered as the burn-in period, during which the covariances are not updated. The model parameters from the last
10,000 runs are used to estimate the statistical measures of the
posterior distributions. Our prior knowledge of the mean, variances, and ranges of the model parameters can be determined
empirically based on published data, and the values used in
this study are summarized in Table 2.

5.3

F I G U R E 1 4 The measured (solid line) and simulated average
(dash line) transient responses of the sand sample during the drainage
test: (a) the cumulative overflow volume Q, (b) the pressure head hp at
two elevations (blue line for z1 = 4.5 cm and red line for z2 = 16.5 cm;
and (c) the electrical potential difference ΔV. The shaded area
represents the simulated responses using the random parameters
generated from the 95% confidence intervals in Table 2

Estimated soil parameters

The inversion results, that is, the mean values and the 95%
confidence intervals (CIs) of model parameters, are summarized in Table 2. The parameters Ksat , Csat , and θs have
been independently measured in the saturated test (Table 1),
and thus we can compare them to the values estimated from
hydrogeophysical inversion. The inverted θs is 0.46, which is
slightly higher than the porosity of the sand 0.45 (Table 1).
The estimated mean value of Ksat from the drainage test is
1.05 × 10−3 m s−1 (10−2.98 m s−1 ), slightly larger than the
direct measurement Ksat = 9.66 × 10−4 m s−1 with a relative difference of 8.7%; the variation ranges of Ksat determined from these two methods are quite similar, 7.9 × 10−4
∼ 1.44 × 10−3 m s−1 for the drainage test and 6.04 × 10−4 ∼
9.87 × 10−3 m s−1 for the saturated test. The estimated Csat
from the drainage test has a mean value of −10.7 × 10−6 V
Pa−1 and a 95% CI of [−13.5 × 10−6 , −8.5 × 10−6 ], very
close to the mean value −7.2 × 10−6 V Pa−1 and variation
range (−12.1 × 10−6 ∼ −6.8 × 10−6 ) determined from the saturated test. The close matches between direct measurement
and inversion-based estimation of Ksat , Csat , and θs prove that
the coupled, stochastic hydrogeophysical inversion can extract
the key electrical and hydraulic parameters of soils from transient responses collected during a drainage test.
Other estimated soil parameters are also typical values of
sand samples. The inverse of the air-entry value parameter
α is 9.23 m−1 , which is very close to the measured value
(1.3 kPa−1 or 13 m−1 ) of glass beads with similar grain size
(d50 = 0.6 mm) reported in Cao et al. (2018). The estimated n
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for the sand sample is 2.3; although it is lower than the measured n of glass beads (3.26) with similar grain size (Cao et al.,
2018), it is still within the typical range (1.32∼3.77) of sand
samples (Schaap & Leij, 2000). The estimated mean value of
the saturation exponent na is 1.82 for the sand sample, which
is within the range (1.3∼2) observed for unconsolidated sands
(e.g., Schön, 1996).
Among all the parameters, Ksat has the lowest uncertainty
with a relative length of the 95% CI (length of the 95% CI
normalized by the mean value) of 8.7%, and θr has the highest uncertainty with a relative length of the 95% CI of 155.9%.
The uncertainty of other parameters is generally small, lower
than 40%. Using soil parameters randomly generated from the
95% CIs in Table 2, we calculate ∼1,000 transient responses
of the sand sample during the drainage test, and they are plotted in Figure 14 with gray lines. The transient responses calculated using the mean values are indicated with dash lines.
Despite some local discrepancies, the simulated average Q,
hp , and SP responses are generally matching the measurement, and the measured responses are within the variation
range of the simulated responses.
While the agreement between measured and simulated Q
and SP is excellent, the pressure head curves show large discrepancies. This could be due to the different boundary conditions applied to the bottom of the sand column in the test
and simulation. While in the simulation, the pressure head
boundary condition (hb = −0.6 m) is applied gradually to
the soil column within a 5 s period, hb in the experiment
is applied suddenly. Thus, the measured hp at two different
elevations drops sharply following the onset of overflow. In
addition, it is unclear how long this potential boundary condition (hb = −0.6 m) is maintained in the experiment. A small
air bubble in the outlet of the soil column may change the
boundary condition considerably. In the simulation, we simply remove this boundary condition (hb = −0.6 m) at t = 900
s. Despite the local deviations, the general trends of Q, hp , and
SP are in good agreement between the experiment and simulation, which justifies the recovered soil parameters (Table 2).

6

CONCLUSIONS

In this study, we develop an integrated soil column system
that measures both the electrical and hydraulic properties of
soil samples. The soil column uses a novel hydrogeophysical probe that can effectively measure pore water pressure
and electrical potential in soils in saturated flow and drainage
tests. The saturated flow test can be used to directly measure
the saturated hydraulic conductivity Ksat , saturated complex
electrical conductivity σ* sat , and saturated streaming potential
coupling coefficient Csat . The drainage test can produce transient responses of pore water pressure, outflow, and SP, which
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can be processed to estimate soil’s key hydraulic and electrical
properties. The soil column system requires only one sample
to perform both saturated flow and drainage tests.
The experiment of a sand sample show that the developed
soil column system is easy to operate. In addition, the determined saturated properties of the sand such as Ksat , Csat , σ′sat,
and σ″sat are within the typical ranges of sands reported in the
literature. The unsaturated and saturated soil properties determined from coupled, stochastic hydrogeophysical inversion
can well reproduce the measured transient responses of the
sand sample during the drainage test. Moreover, the inversionestimated saturated properties (θs , Ksat , and Csat ) are very
close to the values independently measured from the saturated
test, proving the robustness of the developed system.
This new soil column system, including the novel hydrogeophysical probe, may be used to study regolith’s hydraulic
and electrical properties, which are vital in interpreting geophysical measurements in CZ hydrological studies. However,
due to the complexity of CZ materials, there are several limitations of the developed setup. First, the current design only
considers reconstituted samples. As is well known, the material structure may strongly affect the hydraulic and electrical
properties of geological materials. Thus, the properties measured from reconstituted samples should be used with caution
for geophysical field data interpretation. Second, some CZ
materials have a fair amount of fine grains, and the associated
experiments will take longer than the demonstrated sand sample. Thus, it is necessary to evaluate if the setup still works for
clay- or silt-rich materials. Nevertheless, the developed setup
constitutes a step forward in studying the petrophysical properties of CZ materials.
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